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About This Game

Castle of Venia, a platform with a classic flavor of the 90s, relive a cult, inspired by the legendary Super Ghouls 'n Ghosts and
Castlevania, Dress in the role of a mysterious hero who will end the tyranny of the powerful demon Venia. Thanks to the powers
of the blessed sword you will have to face armies of undead, purify their souls by holding the holy sword. Use the blood crystals

and prepare for the final battle with the powerful Venia Demon.

Key Features:

* Relive a classic

* Take on armies of undead alone

* Use the crystals of blood to enhance the holy sword

* Recover the corrupted souls

* immerse yourself in dark settings

* Put an end to the tyranny of the Venia Demon
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Title: Castle of Venia
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Classic Game Software
Publisher:
Classic Game Software
Release Date: 6 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7,8,10

Processor: Cpu dual core 2,5 Ghz or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: intel Hd 4000 \ ati series 7000 or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 142 MB available space

Sound Card: Common sound card

English
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jeto hustej abgrejt !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Waste of money. Not needed.. I recently reinstalled all my ARCEN games, and
wanted to make a review of AVWW1,because yes, while it is mostly a 2D sidescrolling game (most reviews will tell you it is), to
understand the game completely requires a different mindset.

A Valley without Wind 1, is a Real Time strategy game where your character is both the worker and the only unit you have.

There it is. That's what makes the game special.

You have to balance exactly three things perfectly in order to win against the overlord and go to the next continent. Do I have
enough resources? Are my spells high level enough? Have I pushed the wind far back enough? These questions entangle
themselves beautifully in the actions you are going to make and the choices you can make for grand strategy purposes.
Gathering resources requires exploration, and completing missions. Doing this requires the appropriate spells, having the right
buildings on the map, pushing the wind back so you can build more and explore even moreso.

And so on.

The main complaint to have about the game is that, to really be two feet into how it works, and have a bit of challenge, you need
to beat the first continent, which is about 10 hours of play. Though you can start the game, when creating a new world, to the
second continent, which is greatly appreciated.

Everything is procedurally generated, the exploration is nice, there is a bit of a melancholic feel to the game that I appreciate as
it makes it more a relaxing experience than anything. The graphics are not top of the line, but are quite pleasing, and ARCEN
games are not about graphics in the first place, more like niche gameplay mechanics you cannot find elsewhere. The
replayability is literally endless.

I mean, you could literally play the game until your computer buffer overflows.

. I read several reviews comparing Fenix Rage favorably to Super Meat Boy, Electronic Super Joy and VVVVVV, which are all
games that I love. So I tried Fenix Rage and did not enjoy the experience at all. This game is just trying to induce RSI and carpal
tunnel syndrome.. makes a good game great! waited so long for a good sale. but totally worth it! yes it looks the same, but it
feels and plays differently. probably the best time i have ever had with any streetfighter game, with the exception of
streetfighter vs tekken!. Its a very fun game. just♥♥♥♥meup I loved this game so much! It's adorable and soothing.
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If you like the main game, then this is more of the same really. Great for the date it was released.. Pretty good Touhou fighting
game. Alright compared to the previous Touhou spinoff fighters. Controls work well, though they may require some getting
used to. Characters are balanced. Story/Arcade is decent. 8/10

Note that my hours are inaccurate, as I had mostly played on the unofficial english patch version, which does not require Steam
to be online.. The graphics are nice.
And list of pros is complete.
The music gets tedious (it's pretty cool for the first few minutes but...), the mechanics are mediocre (No high grounds, no cover,
just stand and shoot and run away), the AI is... well there's no AI really.
And after a few levels, I'm already bored.
I could keep going on about the dialogs that have to be read at the beginning of each level (Really, bubble dialogs! No voice
overs!), or the really annoying 'Share' button (Seriously, that's just looks needy). But I think I've made my point.
And no, I'm not done. There's an achievement for losing a toon! How is that an achievement?
There. Done now.
A better AI, more advanced mechanics and a more interesting storyline would have kept me happy for a few more hours, maybe
even made me tick the other box...

. Local play is fun and rewarding.. Best 50$ dollars I've spent on software all year!. I bought this game on a whim mainly for the
title name. However once I loaded up the game I started to really enjoy it. The game is early access so we must keep that in
mind when writing a review. I would say that the game has alot of potential. The graphics look good, you can pick from a few
different charecters that each have a specific weapon. Handguns, MiniGun, Sniper rifle are just to name a few. I would say the
downfall is I havent really seen anyone hosting any matches so you should beware right now if you do not want to play single
player or in co op mode with your friends then I would hold off. If you are fine with single player\/co op then this is a game for
you.

I do have one complaint and it rather small compared to issues I have seen with other games. When the crazy bunny demons
come runing out it never fails that at least one gets just on a crate or on a wall. When this happens you generally just have to go
hunt it down to finish.... Early Acess....... The base game is ok, a very basic tower defense game.. i have not got this loco yet it
did not came through
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